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Going to the civil service office was, and still is, often characterized by a long wait—a long wait for things that 

could certainly be solved more efficiently. 

SSI enables a city to make the transition to a smart city. 

Implementing SSI will make many things more efficient but also more user-friendly. 

In recent years, we can see an increase in the use of e-government offerings. We need to build on this and sup-

plement these offerings with SSI to make more people use them because whether such a service is more efficient 

is put into perspective by SSI.

TRANSFORMATION OF THE CITY: 
SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY IN THE SMART CITY
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The smart city aims to bring the digitization of analog processes in cities to the fore. The development concepts 

aim to simplify processes for citizens and create new perspectives for companies. However, the smart city leads 

to new challenges that need to be thought through so that the digital transformation is successful for all stake-

holders. 

myEGO meets these challenges and offers solutions that guarantee added value for citizens, economic players, 

and government institutions and create new synergies. For example, the digital transformation requires the im-

plementation of new interfaces that 1. place citizens at the center and give them control over their personal data, 

2. are open to (new) business processes of industry and municipalities, and 3. simplify already existing structures 

and processes in companies and administration.

1. the citizen at the center of the smart city 

With the Online Access Act, the legislature has laid the first important cornerstone for the smart city. It obliges 

state institutions to offer all administrative services digitally. However, if processes are digitized, this also requi-

res a rethink in the handling of personal data. The central storage of personal data by various companies and 

service providers is no longer in keeping with the times. Self-sovereign Identity gives citizens back control over 

their data. This data is stored in a private wallet, and verified certificates are stored in a blockchain. The trans-

mission of these certificates to business partners, service providers, or authorities happens more quickly than 

verification processes in the analog world. They can thus be processed more efficiently and in an automated way, 

DIGITAL IDENTITY: 
DRIVER OF THE SMART CITY



Examples

E-government: 

1. digital application for a housing certificate to the 

relevant authority by the prospective tenant.

2. storage of the verified certificate on the SSI plat-

form.

3. provision of the verified certificate to the new 

landlord within seconds.

Mobility:

1. the customer provides the necessary verified 

certificates (e.g., via ID card, bank data) to the 

transport company. 

2. in the case of further contacts, the customer 

can identify himself using a QR code. 

3. time-consuming legitimation processes on site 

are no longer necessary, which can significantly 

simplify mobility in a smart city.
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which offers companies new opportunities.

2 Creation of new open interfaces 

Centrally stored personal data means a not inconsiderable amount of bureaucracy for companies. For example, 

proof of Identity, credit checks, or employee certificates must be legitimized and stored in compliance with data 

protection requirements. Storing verified certificates in a blockchain and giving individuals control over their data 

reduces bureaucracy and creates new capacities for companies. 

For example, car sharing is simplified as long as a driver‘s license is stored in the digital wallet and only the 

verified certificates need to be transmitted from an SSI platform. Verification of driver‘s license, ID card, or bank 

account information no longer needs to be done by employees. The user releases the certificates legitimized by 

third parties during the vehicle reservation process; in subsequent business contacts, it is sufficient to identify the 

customer using a QR code. This speeds up the process and reduces the effort involved, and the sensitive original 

documents also remain protected.

SSI also offers decisive advantages for retailers. Promotional and bonus programs can be set up across stores 

and at the local level. Data can be monetized without compromising the privacy of citizens. Compared to tra-

ditional bonus systems, which are opaque to consumers, this offers enormous advantages, especially for local 

retailers. Verification can also be done in such models with KYC via QR code. 

3. simplified processes for companies and administration 

The digitization of cities will progress rapidly in the coming years. Simplified processes and structures will benefit 

citizens, companies, and administrations alike. What promises more data security for citizens, on the one hand, 

guarantees companies less work and the establishment of new business models on the other. 
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The Challenges

One of the biggest challenges in dealing with the processes is the recurring question: Can the user be assigned? 

Is this user the person he claims to be?

At myEGO, we attach great importance to finding crystal-clear answers to each of these questions. We achieve 

this with detailed requirement profiles in the use cases and a high-end solution for encrypted data exchange. Be-

cause data without a connection to the person is only half the battle. Pseudonyms are not enough, and without 

a clear link between data and a concrete identity, the system is not complete. Today, the focus is on the 100% 

authentic person. Protecting them while offering them the broadest possible range of opportunities: That is our 

incentive and goal.

Self-Sovereign Identity: myEGO‘s platform solution

Driven by the vision that everyone should be the owner of their data in the digital space, we have developed 

our products and services on the Self-Sovereign Identity or SSI model. SSI means that everyone can control the 

ownership of their data and determine to whom and what information should be shared with third parties. There 

are also increasing calls from the government side for a more user-centric online society, for technologies that put 

people back at the center and give them sovereignty over their data, their Identity, once again.

„In the decentralized identity paradigm, the idea is to put the user at the center of the framework and so remove 

the need for these third parties.“ (EU Blockchain Forum)

This philosophy is reflected in all of our services - we develop and design fully user-centric, easy-to-use, and most 

importantly, sustainable products and accompany and advise companies on the topic of digital transformation. 

myEGO enables companies and people to quickly and securely exchange unique data combinations. We there-

by bring flexibility to all types of digital transactions while ensuring a positive user experience. In addition, the 

myEGO platform also enables simplify other services, such as credit checks. The use of blockchain technology, 

a decentralized information system, is ensured that the data cannot be manipulated and can therefore be used 

for digital identifications.



The Ego Company GmbH

Thank you for taking the time to read this whitepaper. We at myE-

GO are thrilled to work with you. Please do not hesitate to contact 

us if you have any questions.
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